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 Director's Matters
By H. Frederick Dylla, Executive Director & CEO

Stakeholders present Innovations and Evolution of Scholarly
 Publishing at AAS

During the opening day of the 2014 AAAS Conference held this year in Chicago,
 several of my colleagues participated in a symposium on the evolution of the
 scholarly publishing business. All four of the participants were members of the
 Scholarly Publishing Roundtable, a working group organized four years ago under the
 aegis of the US House Science and Technology Committee. The intended purpose of
 the Roundtable was to bring together the primary stakeholders in scholarly publishing
—research administrators, librarians, and publishers—in an attempt to bridge the
 increasingly polarizing debate on public access to publications resulting from public
 funding.

The goal of this AAAS symposium was to assess the
 effectiveness of the Roundtable four years after the
 group submitted its recommendations to Congress.
 I was joined on the dais by John Vaughn, executive

 vice president of the Association of the American Universities, who chaired the
 Roundtable, Crispin Taylor, executive director of the American Society of Plant
 Biologists, who presented the prospective of a small, society-based publisher, and
 Scott Plutchak, director of the Lister Hill Library of the Health Sciences at the
 University of Alabama at Birmingham.

So did we think the Roundtable made any progress on solutions to the access
 problem? We concluded that deliberations initiated by the Roundtable put the public
 discourse on a different, more productive track, one that is still playing out both here
 in the United States and internationally. The panel's recommendations largely ended
 up in legislation that is still guiding the evolution of US public access policy: The
 America COMPETES Reauthorization Act of 2010. This act set up the process currently
 being administered by the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy
 (OSTP) for the design and implementation of public access policy for most of the US
 research funding agencies.

» Read more

http://www.aip.org/commentary/stakeholders-present-innovations-and-evolution-scholarly-publishing-aaas


 Face time with SPS National

The Florida State University SPS chapter poses for a group shot following their “Face Time” Skype session with the
 SPS National Office.

The SPS National Office is striving to have a greater presence at local and regional SPS meetings this
 year. SPS staff travel to as many zone meetings as possible, where they give invited talks, facilitate
 career-related workshops, and promote SPS programs and opportunities. And now through the
 “Face Time with SPS National” campaign, SPS chapters are able to schedule 30-minute Skype video
 calls with the national office staff.

» Read more

 Inside Science: Dark matter remains in the dark

Inside Science is among the news outlets promoting researchers' findings that dark matter has yet to
 be detected by scientists working with the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Europe.

An ATLAS event with two photons. The photons are indicated by the clusters of energy shown in green. Image
 credit: ATLAS Experiment © 2013 CERN | http://bit.ly/LegAIF. Rights information: http://bit.ly/u5C2b6

Much of the universe's mass is believed to come from invisible, or dark, matter. However, scientists
 have not yet directly determined the particles that may make up most dark matter. Researchers at

http://www.spsnational.org/governance/chapters/face_time.htm
http://www.aip.org/news/2014/face-time-sps-national


 the LHC accelerator have been searching for dark-matter particles.

In Physical Review Letters (PRL), a journal of the American Physical Society, researchers at LHC's
 ATLAS experimental collaboration reported that they have not found any dark-matter candidates to
 date, but will continue to search as the LHC reaches higher energies.

» Read more

 Physics Today attracts 1 million fans on Facebook

The Physics Today Facebook page reached a milestone this month,
 welcoming its 1,000,000th fan. Visit PT on Facebook to see what piques the
 interest of other physics enthusiasts from around the world.

March 1

PRC Policy Committee meeting (College Park)

March 2

AIP Publishing 2014 Journal Editors' Spring Conference (Denver, CO)

March 3-7

APS March Meeting (Denver, CO)

March 4-6

Industrial Physics Forum, in partnership with the APS Forum on Industrial and Applied Physics

March 4

Learning Together; PSP Webinar:  MOOCs, Manuscripts, & Micropayments (Melville)

March 11

Learning Together; SSP Webinar: Print on Demand (Melville)

March 12

Birthday socials (Melville and College Park)

March 15-18

AAPM Spring Clinical Meeting (Denver, CO)

March 26

http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v112/i4/e041802
http://www.aip.org/news/2014/inside-science-dark-matter-remains-dark
https://www.facebook.com/PhysicsToday
https://www.facebook.com/PhysicsToday


AIP Executive Committee meeting (College Park)
Audit Committee meeting (College Park)

March 27

Assembly of Society Officers (College Park)

March 28

AIP Governing Board meeting (College Park)

March 30-April 1

2nd AIP Conference for Early-Career Historians of Science (College Park)


